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Fore word 

June marks the first anniversary ucts with component architecture, which 
relationship with Elsevler allows d e v e l o p  to easily access the b c -  

Science. The past year has been tionality of a system and to assemble versa- I 
I momentous for MDL: W introduced sever- tile applications, m t e  new interfaces, and 

a1 new products, expanded into new mar- integrate MDL tools with third-party and in- I k developed a rm t i l e  new architecture house systems. mr software, and explored powerful syner- Perhaps the most exciting opportunity 
'es with our parent company These initia- that has emerged in the last year has been 

s are complex and a challenge to imple- our new resource in E M c r  Science. MDL 
at, but will substantially enhance the E now has access to a huge body of scientific 

nvironrnent in which scientists work, and 
tribute signlacandy to the globalization 
acceleration of modern research. 
For most of its histoq MDL has been 

own as the preeminent software develop- 
for chemists. 'ken9 years ago, MDL sci- 
tists founded the company around a sim- 
but powerful insight: the language of 

is based on chemical structures. 

content. By working with Elsevier to deliver 
this content electronically, and by integrat- 
ing it with our own systems and databases, 
together we can produce a genuine revolu- 
tion in scientific publishing and communi- 
cation. Some important initiatives have 
already been taken. For example, we are 
working on links between our s t r u w  

I 
databases and Elsevier's new electronic 
repository for sciemitlc journals, 
ScienceDii. So, when data in an MDL 
database contains a reference to lit- C I_ 

tabases revolutionized chemical informa- if the article is available from Science%, 
on management, which remains a core the scientist will be able to click on the cita- 
DL competency. Over the past few years tion and obtain the article. And in January, E 

have signitlcantly expanded our chem- MDL began selling Elsevier's EMSCOPES Together Beilstein and MDL will pro- 
ofkrings, which now include systems services to corporate accounts. An out- vide scientists with the most comprehensive 

at manage combinatorial chemistry data sourcing service, EMSCOPES performs liter- commercial source of chemical information 
ools that foster the truly ature searches for research organizations available, and customers can integrate data 
of chemical information, who need content for in-house literature with their pmprietary databases by using 

ucts are now in use at 800 sites databases. CrossFire and MDL's ISIS mtegrated 
de, with more than 30,000 installa- Just as important, MDL now is manag- Scientific Information System). 

'ons in the laboratories of major p h m -  ing the Beilstein electronic products line, as So our b t  year within the Elsevier 
eutical and agmchemid industry players. a &t of the recent acquisition of C family has been ambitious and aimed at the 

Of course, much of the value of'chemi- Beilstein Information Systems by Elsevier future. Wve  accepted significant chal- 
cd information derives from its relevance to Science. These products include the lenges designed to enhance our own and 
biological research, and in 1997 MDL Beitein Database and the CrossFire Elsevier's competitive position in the twen- 
embarked on a major new effort in biology. System, a flexible, &cient database search ty-fitst century. But we've always thrived on 
Working closely with several important engine. The database provides a compre- challenges at MDL, and we expect to meet 
research organizations, we have developed hensive index to the chemical literature and our goals with talent, determination, and 
new systems that not only link chemical will be hot linked in the future to hard work Steven Goldby, ,MDL 
and biological data, but also help scientists ScienceDiict. Beilstein is an excellent com- 
manage the biological workflow and ana- plement to MDL's more selective databases, 
lpe experimental results. In order to match which cover synthetic methodology, bioac- 

intrinsic complexity and interpretabfity tiviq metabolism, and chemical sourcing 
f biological data, MDL now builds its prod- and safety 

I 



Communicating Online 

T he RETG, or Reed 
Elsevier Technology 

Group, was established in 
January 1997 to support 
the strategic objectives of 
Reed Elsevier. The develop- 
ment center of RETG is 
located in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. RETG also 
has offices in London and 
Dayton, Ohio. 

The mission of RETG 
is to create competitive 
advantage in the new con- 
tent delivery channels for 
the Reed Elsevier business- ( 
es. This is a period of 
enormous change in the 
information business. The smart application of technology drives com- 
petitive advantage in all areas of our business, but is particularly impor 
tant when looking at how we use it to develop and deliver information to 
the professionals and business people who depend on us each day. 

Strategically, RETG fulfills its role for Reed Elsevier by: 

Promoting sh red learning with and among the companiessof Reed 
Elsevier; bq@:; q 6 * *  

h >*ta4.b.t. 1.. ;4?$@* \ 
Developing and explolt~ng the relationship we have with?d~crosoft 
and other technology partners; 
Learning how to do the big things once instead of many times ovel 
the work on electronic commerce is a good example o f t  
action; 
Enabling extra resources to be applied in key areas of the business, ' 3 
Building a technology road map with the businesses for strategy and 
communication. 

Some of the areas where RETG and Elsevier Science are already collab 
orating include ScienceDirect, the Year 2000 project and the 
Sciencechannel. W a 
From Gavin Howe. oresident and chief executive officer of RETG. 1 



Bulletin Board 

Project 
Based 

Working 

D uring the last few months.rr 
Operations in Oxford havq 

implemented a system know0 as 
'Project Based Working.' This Is a 
system that has been used within IT 
Operations Amsterdam for s m  
twelve months. The approach is 
based on the utilization of a tgOl 
called PMW, (Project Managemmt 
Workbench), for the scheduling and 
recording of workload. The main ahn 
of this new system is to improve the 
service IT Operations can offwtu its 
customers by helping managm m d  
team leaders to prioritize work ii~ 
conjunction with the business. 

Each team leader identifies 41 of 
the current workload for all oftheir 
employees and plans this ovwW 
foreseeable future. In order tcr ensure 
that normal workload tasks take prb 
or@, PMW enables these tasks to be 
accorded a higher priority than prod 
ject work; consequently, this work 
(such as first line support, trouble 
shooting or the installation of a new 
PC), does not suffer from an ' 

increase in project work. 
Time sheets for all employm ' 

are compiled on a weekly basis and 
are fed back into each individual's 
plan to enable ongoing schedulingb 
take place. 

The benefits of adopting this I new way of working are that all team 
members, team leaders and man- 
horn have a much more accurate 
picture of what is expected of them 
over the coming periods. This 
enables work to be more fairlg @S- 
Mbuted and ensures that no-me & 
put in a position whereby their 
expected workload exceeds wW is 
possible in the given time scab. 
Based on this information IT 
Operations should be able to gAne 
much more accurate estimata far 
completion of tasks, and shoutd p& 
orities change, (as they frequently 
do!), R enables IT Operations to idm- 
tify the impact on other work and 
gives staff the ability to communicate 
this back to the job owner at the ear- 
liest opportunity, This method of ! working may appear to introduce 
more 'red tape' than previously, in 
that all workload has to be clearly 
defsned and accurately estimated, 
however, the benefits of this 
approach far outweigh the disa(5van- 
tages. M 

Tom Met, ESL 

[ Woundcare Network ) 

I n January 1997, Springhouse 
Corporation launched an initiative 

designed to improve the reach and 
quality of commu~ications to 
wound care practitioners. The 
Wound Care Communications 
Network (WCCN) is the result of an 
extensive audit of the current state 
of the wound care industry and the 
information needs of wound care 
practitioners. 

The audii showed that wound 
care is an emerging area of medi- 
cine. It also revealed that many 
practitioners involved in managing 
wounds haven't been exposed on a 
regular basis to the scientific and 
technological developments in 
wound care that impact patient out- 
comes. That need created an 
opportunity. 

Given Springhouse's substantial 
expertise in wound care (publishing 
Advances in Wound Care, The 
Wound Care Resource Directory, 
and several reference books and 
textbooks; conducting the annual 
Clinical Symposium on Wound 
Management; and managing spon- 
sored custom projects), company 
officials decided to combine all pro- 
grams into one unit to better serve 
customer needs. 

A Good Deal 
Bill Markowitz, publisher of 
Advances in Wound Care and direc- 
tor of industry relations, stresses 
the beneM WCCN brings to indus- 
try. "Manufacturers of wound care 
products who want to get more 
bang for their communication buck 
can now do so with this integrated 
program. A company can deliver 
consistent messages across our 
highly credible programs - the jour- 
nal, trade show, on-line services, 
and customized programs - to qual- 
ified wound care practttioners while 
receiving financial incentives for 
using an integrated approach. It's a 
great deal." 

At the same time, the WCCN is 

also a boon for practitioners. 
"We think of the WCCN not only 
as a strategic advantage for our 
industry customers, but also a 
clinical advantage for the practi- 
tioners we reach," says  ate 
Strauser, vice-president and gen- I 9 - I 1111111 
era1 manager of the new unit. l -===*E- 
"We work hard to identify all of 
the members of a care team =*?EL%&$!, 1 
who need to know about the lat- 

--- 
I *S 

est developments and findings. 
Then our task is to create com- 
munications vehicles that are 
high aualii and easilv accessi- 1 -- I 
ble and, thereby, more effective." 

Multidisciplinary Care 
Team Focus of multidisciplinary wound care 

practitioners," Doan-Johnson 
Once managed primarily by nurses, reports. "They're definitely out 
wound care has become a model there. From January to June, our 
for the multidisciplinary team con- journal circulation Increased from 
cept. A strong interest and involve- about 7,500 to 15,000 readers, and 
ment in wound care by physicians we're preparing to add thousands 
in a number of specialties, podla- more qualified subscribers." 
trists, nurses, physical therapists, 
and other health care professionals 12th Annual Clinical 
has led the WCCN to create pro- ~~~~~~i~~ B~~~~~ grams with the team in mind. 

"You might think that devel- Records b 

oping programs for a multidiscipli- 
nary team is dicult,  but we find 
that If we stay focused on the quali- 
ty of the clinical content, practiUon- 
ers value the information no matter 
what their specialty," says Susan 
Doan-Johnson, ediior of Advances 
In Wound Care. Doan-Johnson is 
responsible for identifying target 
audiences involved in wound care, 
involving them in content develop- 
ment, and monitoring the effective- 
ness of WCCN communications. 

To reach members of the 
wound care team, the WCCN has 
undertaken an aggressive campaign 
to contact practitioners, assess 
their involvement in wound care, 
and add them to the WCCN data- 
base. "We've attended many pro- 
fessional meetings, linked with key 
associations, and done a lot of 
direct-response mail to build our list 

Another part of Me WCCN commu- 
nications program, the 12th annual 
Clinical Symposium on Wound 
Management, held in October in 

' 

Dallas, shattered both attendee and 
exhibitor records. This was the first 
year the WCCN planned and imple- 
mented the symposium. Exhibiors 
were thrilled with the quality and 
quantity of the attendees. 

Fitting the Springhouse Vision 
The WCCN offers customers what 
they want and makes it easy for 
them to access a variety of prod- 
ucts and services. This effort fits 
well with the Springhouse vision of 
customer focus, and the company 
looks forward to the unit's contin- 
ued success. 1 
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What is the DOI? 

The launch of the Digital Object Identifier 
System (DOI) at the October 1997 Frankhvt 
Bookfair generated a lot of interest in pub 
lishing houses worldwide because it is "a 
unique identifier for labelling information 
in a digital environment," according to 
Norman Paskin of Oxford's IT department. 
'We can draw an analogy between DO1 and 
a car number plate. It allows one to identlfy 
a piece of content on the information high- 
way." 

t a l  

I Pm* # l a x  1 

L&=' Why use DOI? 
The DO1 can be assigned to indiidual arti- 
cles or their components, e.g. an individual 

' .  l l table or equation. The DO1 complements 
existing labels such as the Publisher Item 
Identifier (PII) that ES uses by automatically 

-1 [(rptbprq I h  pointing to the URL where the item sits. 
The user need have no knowledge of the 

/ item's location (URL). For example, a DO1 
can be assigned to articles or references 
and added to an internet page anywhere in 
the world as a "button." Clicking the button 
will take the user there. So what's different 
from a URL? The fact that even if the URL 
changes, the DO1 still works. 

What does the DO1 look like? 
The DO1 is still in development, but will 
consist of a two-part string of digits. At its 
simplest, a typical DO1 might look like this 

10.1016/S1384107697000225. The 
prefFr, the string of numbers before the / 
mark identifging the owner of the content, 
can be broken down like this: 1 0 is the 
agency where the DO1 is registered (e.g. the 
USDOIagency) and 1016istheoriginal 
registrant (in this case, Elsevier Science). 
The ~~, the string of numbers after the / 
mark, provides a unique label, consisting of 
any product identifier (e.g. ISBN or PII) 
which is used. In the example, an Elsevier 
Science PII is used. 

How does it work? 
DOIs will be assigned via an international 
DO1 agency, which will use the Handle 
technology of the CNRI (Corporation for 
National Research Initiatives). Handle 
m s  as an automated directory for storing 
and routing DOI-encoded information 
between owners and users, and for keeping 
track of changes in locations, The usage 
and appearance of the DO1 on a screen is 
entirely the responsibility of the owner of 
the DOI. The system only routes the 
enquiries and the responses. 

ES and the DO1 
Ekevier Sdence has been a longtime sup. 
porter of the development of product iden- 
tifiers, such as the DO1 and the Publisher 
Item Identifier. W participated in the dvel. 
opment of the DO1 (some prototype exam. 
ples may be found on our Web homepage 
http://www.elsevieLnllinca/hone.' 
page/about/doi/). Plans are underway 
to incorporate the DO1 into ES products 
later this year. Since Elsevier Science 
already uses the Publisher Item Identifier, 
we have a big advantage: Doh could be 
easily built by simply adding the ES DO1 
prefu: (10.1016) to the PI1 of each article or 
item. DO1 is a significant step in the move 
from identifging information by its location 
(the URL) to idenwng the true informa- 
tion itself; and d t h  that, associating useful 
commercial information such as access 
rights and pricing. 

N o m n  Paskin, based in tbe VK oflee, 
will bold a series of internal briefing semi- 
nars on tbese issues forpublisbers andpm 
duction staf among otbers, and can be 
contacted forfurtber information. 

Compiled from information in The Bookseller, 5 December 1997; ES Today, 12 November; reports and communications from Norman Paskin. 







7 hours in a train is a Ion4 r 

those who v .... , 
'to get some s eep before 
next dav. * 

This is the story of a Japanese salary- 
man, Hisao Ogura, who lives in Chiba 
Prefecture, 70 km away from Tokyo - about 
10 km from Narita Airport. On that day, he 
left the office around 6:00 p.m. to go home. 

c After traversing two subway lines and one 
J JR (japan Railways) line, he came to Abiko 

station. There was no problem and every- 
thing went smoothly and efficiently as 
usual. From Abiko it takes only 29 minutes 
to Ajiki station, the one nearest to his 
home. A train departing from Abiko station 
at l9:08 drew into the platform right on 
schedule. Salaryman Hisao got in and wait- 
ed for the doors to close. 

After a few minutes, nothing had bap 
pened and he began to feel uncomfortable. 
Still, he waited. After several more minutes, 
he heard an announcement saying that & 



Podium 

A LOT OF 
PLE KNOW v' 

ou may have missed the article in Y The Economist which reported that 

79% of Dutch people claim they know 
enough English to hold a conversation. 

In a global company like Elsevier 
Science, English is the international lan- 
guage, but if you are in the Amsterdam 
office, you will hear a lot of Dutch; in the 
Lausanne office. French and in Tokvo. 

Acronyms are an unfortunate fact @ 
modern life. The latest addition to 
our Elsevier Science worl 
(Performance Management 
Development System) cu 
being implemented globally. 
undisputed king of the acron 
NASA (National Aeronautics & 
Administration). Their list of c 
monly used in-house acrony 
the ISS program (Internationa 
Station) records 3967 acronym 
with the proviso: "this is not a com- 
prehensive list of all NASA acro- 
nyms". Common acronym numbe W 
2845 is - yes you'ye gllessed it* 
PMDS and it ~fafldsidi Power F- 
Management and Distribution P 

,,System. Now them" a coincidenc 
for you. 

Japanese. 
Me, I am EnglishIScottish, Another actual acronym is Y2K 

Amsterdam and I have learnt which I would associate more 
1 zip fasteners than with impending 

10 years." Actually I did take some 
lessons as well, but there has to be a 
personal reason to learn a language. 

Dutch has the reputation of being To Administer) is apparently not Y2K 

hard to learn. Try, "Achtentachtig 
prachtige grachten," (88 beautiful 

and rolled 'r's. 
There are many USIBrit expatriates 

here in Holland with the same problem. 

you open your mouth, the Dutch hear 

Clive Ewing, ESNL 

1 gest WREK although I doubt some- 



editorial assistant in Neuroscience, 

Nick Famler was appointed group Derek lmaga became advertising Finance, David Kellner of Clinical left the company. Sandra Jenklns 
IT & Operations director, handling sales administrator, Gene Medicine and Blzabeth Konkle replaces Sam Ward, who has 
the global IT and Production depart- Conselyea was promoted to adver- from Biomednet. transferred to the Year 2000 Project 
ments. Reln van Charldorp will tising sales representative, and team, as executive assistant in the 

sales representatives in 
Springhouse Publishing. Finance 
welcomes Josh Embree as senior 

in Marketing, and Susan Ballinger financial analyst. Tony Mercadefe 
was promoted to Associate joins the Magazine Ad Sales The Biological Sciances publishing 

unit reporting to Gerald Dorey has 
dinate and communicate global been reorganised. After twelve 

months looking at market syner- 
Medicine, Patti Frost became asso- Congratulations to Pat Schull for gies, it was decided that the global 

Martin Tsten joined the direct mail ciate editor in Materials Science her promotion to senior vice presi- market grouping did not reflectthe 
department as associate manager and Yvette Nora became assistant dent of Editorial. She will also serve external customer base well, and 
for print and mail and Mm manager of Manufacturing. as a member of the Executive that other ways of developing the 
Gronquist joined exhibis as an Team product range should be sought. 
exhibits coordinator, Clinical Welcome aboard to the Biomednet 
Medicine welcomes Craig Smith as group: Sally Kuzma, Web develop- tn addition, and subsequent to 
senior supplements production edi- eridesigner; Amy Nadel, production ESL Jenny Howatson's departure in 
tor and Mary Crowell as supple- editor; Stephen Atanasoff, adver- Kidilnglton December, Kristien van Lunen has 
ments production editor. Liane Using sales manager; John been appointed as product manag- 
Zarnowski became a human Cromley, systern/network analyst; Chris Blake oecame managing er, based in Amsterdam, She and 
resources coordinator. Joseph David Crawford, assistant produc- director for the newly formed the other managers in the agricul- 
Bernosky was appointed associate tion editor; Barbara Sullivan, edi- Excerpta Medica division. Nigel ture PMCs (Ken Plaxton, Judith 
editor for Environmental Sciences. tor; Beth Schachter, acquisitions Johnson of EMMC and Kevin Taylor, Hstty Verhagen, and 
Mary Hernandex was appointed edior; Josh Karpi, senior produc- Connolly of EM1 will now report to Desiree Capel) will report to Bas 

and Hans MicheI joined lssue role of Director, Publishing 
Management as a production editor. Technologies, reporting to Frans 

Leavers include: Rodger Golfredi Visscher. Sam Ledeboer will man- Gerald Dorey will lead a project 
Anita de Waard was appointed from Environmental Sciences, age ITD ad interim. investigating further expansion of 
publishing research manager, Regina Brown from EDP- Elsevier products across the entire 
reporting to Arie de Ruiter, and Production Editorial, Serena Dr. Martin Rock has been appoint- food chain. 
Martijn Tel moved from the Osinski from IT Development, ed to the position of publiihlng edi- 
Amsterdam office to NY as busi- Cecilia Edghill from Accounts tor, Engineering and Technology. lan Whits, editor for Geo Abstracts 

Receivable, Laura Rosenthal from Julla Marshall has been appointed in Norwich has left the company, 

r&wk'APW '98 



EMMC BenScan, Gee 
eler, account manager, EMMC- 
, Dinie van den Burg-Kool, pro- 
coordinator/secretary, EMMC- 
Scan, Dominique Janssen, pro- 
coordinator, EMMC-Conifer, 
Kelley, editorial project manag- 

Rinus Smits to editorial office 
assistant with the Nuclear Physi 
B Editorial Office; and Myrica 
Stevens was promoted to junior - rewell to Veronica Sprate with 

Press and Current Science Ltd. 

network and desktop manager, Data 
Elsevier Electronic Publishing Centre; Nico Simons, employee file ESSA 
Services (EEPS) Lancaster trans- management, SPD; Ruud de Boer, Lausanm 
ferred to Variorum Publishing production editor, books, 

[ limited on 1 January 1998. All Production; and Odette Rosier, L_-  Welcome to Dr. Murray Osborn 
:: staff have transferred with the sale. retary, Internal Rights & Permission. who joined the Lausanne office 

Welcome to new employees 

Goodbyes to Linda Visser with :rainee Publishing Editor, Mat 
Physics & Materials Science Ellen 
Pietersen with Nuclear 
Editorial Office, Afina v 
Woude with the Editoria 
Connie van Wersch-Alicata with 

Herman Eggers, head, ~echnica Database input, and Lucy van 
Services in General Affairs, wen and Vicky Mynlieff- 
Achoucha Aghbal, administratio,,, , I I~ , , -~~ with Life Scien 
Corporate Finance, Helen Kinsey, 
engineering project officer, Fiona 
Bakker, administrative production Excerp- Medica 
support, Production, Staci van 
Schagen-Toback, user support ana- 
lyst, User Services, Bram van der Roy Wils 
Wijk, salary administrator, HR&O, manam 
Andre Jacobs, database input, Help 
Desk &*System Support specialist, 
Hanneke Steuten, trainee. Gillis 
Jonker, product manager,' 
Chemistry & Chemical Engineeri 
Yvonne van Lieshout-van Beek 

on Benscan and Aliz Ertler h 
become account executive 

Arthur Koedam replaces Philippl Welcome to Robin van D 
Terheggen as associate publishe iecretary, EMMC-Conifer, 
for the, Clinical Medicine group. 

'G. ,: 
iy: F 3 . :  
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